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Abstract
-

The Glycera D1branchiata, also known as the
bloodworm is a type of worm that lives buried In
the shallow waters of marine coasts, The
bloodworm burrows In the sand of these shallow
water to hide from their predators and to look out
for their prey Bloodworms are commonly used
as a fish bait which Is essential to harvest food
for marl<ots The concern of global warming has
recently been at an all time high, wtlich includes
the concem of rising sea levels. The result of
these rising sea levels could result in an Increase
in the population of hloodworms because it will
be difficult fOf predators to reach them. An
increase In the population of this species could
result in a boom in the fishing marl<et because of
the increased amount or fish ball.
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Purpose
For our project, we want to .�tudy if the
in.;rcase of bloodwonns in the harbor will b�

gl1od for other species. Sioce the hlo<l\lwonm,

have lots of bcm:lits for species in the harbor, we
believe that an increase in the amounts of

blo(idwunns wil l be good for specie�. With a

good supply for fish, the amount and hcaJtb of

fo,h will 011."fc.ise. Thh will he good for food
market-. that sell fish.
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Methodology
As mentioned in our abstract, the Glycera
dihranchiata is found in shallow marine waters.
To carry out our collection we went to the spit
just outside of the Cold Spring Harbor Labs,
which is abundant with different kinds of
species, including the bloodworm. To collect our
samples we will use shovels to dig into the moist
rocky sand of the spit, revealing a number of
organisms including our bloodwonn. To bring
the organism back to the lab, we put it in a clear
plastic tube with a screw-on top so they could
not escape.
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